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I

have had the privilege of
sending you a New Year
Message just now: Happy
New Year every fan of ApiTrade Africa. You see, we
were scheduled to release this
edition of The African Honey
Magazine last month, December 2014, but due to unavoidable circumstances, we could
not. Our sincere apologies:
we broke our promise for the
first time in 3 years since we
launched this continental quarterly publication.
Normally as the New Year is
starting, most of us make resolutions. We give ourselves
3-point, 7-point, or so, programs; we pin-point and write
down things we want to do or
achieve. Naturally, we also
look back at the previous year
and ‘review’ what never went
well, where we failed, where
we excelled, etc. We get into
the New Year with renewed
energies and determination.
We drop some friends and
make new ones. There is so
much we try to do to prepare
for ‘more successes’. I think
what is important is for us to
make those resolutions which
we shall respect and commit
to; not because everybody is
making resolutions. So please
go right ahead.
Among so many things, we
shall remember the year 2014
for a successful 4th edition of
ApiExpo Africa which was graciously hosted by Zimbabwe
in October and, a month later,
the 1st Apimondia Symposium

which was hosted by Tanzania
at Arusha International Conference Centre. These two big
events brought a lot of attention
to beekeeping and honey trade
in Africa. As part of our resolutions for 2015, ApiTrade Africa
commits to uphold the momentum created and follow up on
the recommendations of the
stakeholders at these events.
This year, ApiTrade Africa shall
host African honey exporters
and beekeepers at the 44th Apimondia Congress and Expo in
Daejeon, South Korea, in September. We have secured sufficient exhibition space, specifically to showcase bee products
from Africa. We welcome all
the beekeeping fraternity in the
continent to come and be part
of the One Africa Pavilion and
‘let the world see Africa’ there.
We are excited about the prospects of having big delegations
from South Africa, who are bidding to host Apimondia 2019 in
Cape Town. We also expect
Team Rwanda to participate
in such a huge number to welcome delegates to their beautiful country, of a thousand hills,
for ApiExpo Africa 2016.
I wish you all a fruitful 2015, a
year of hope and success.
Pleasant reading
Bosco Okello,
Editor

HIGH ENERGY LEVEL IS REQUIRED FOR THE

DEVELOPMENT OF HONEYBEE INDUSTRY IN AFRICA

Miss Jacqui Gowe, proprietor of Sweet Maungwe Pvt Ltd, poses with her Overall Best
Exhibitor Award together with ApiTrade Board chair - Harun N. Baiya (right).

A

ccess to energy is a prerequisite for development. In many tropical countries
the structural increase in fossil fuel prices due to their scarcity affects negatively the
activities of economic stakeholders, who need
electricity or fuel to work. To cover better the energy needs of the people concerned, many international, national and local organisations are
considering more the potential of agro-energy
plants and animals. Among the animals, some
attention is now being drawn to bees since
they produce very nature-friendly and non-toxic materials used in making beeswax candles.
Beeswax candles can be made in rural areas
for no much cost, and can save a lot on family incomes. They can also be produced in big
quantities for sale to industrial users. We, the
promoters of bees and beekeeping, are very enthusiastic about these prospects because of the
numerous putative assets of bees.
The practice of beekeeping Africa using simple,
low-cost, environmentally-friendly traditional
hives and top bar hives guarantee that bees can

simultaneously produce large amounts of beeswax, while contributing to the:
»» Restoration of marginal soils (under fallow)
»» Reforestation of degraded land
»» Limiting the wandering elephants’ damage to
the crops,
»» Diversifying farmers’ incomes, and
»» Supplying honey and other by-products with
Phytosanitary, nutritional and therapeutic uses.
There is therefore overwhelming proof of how
beekeeping can contribute to the global ‘energy
security’, by slicing off some demands for energy
consumption in the rural areas. The rest of the
energy can be used for productive work in industries. The biggest gap now is how to quantify
the energy produced from beeswax and how this
can be enhanced not only to benefit the direct
users but also industry industries. And how to
ensure that bees are bred in large numbers and
protected from pests and diseases that threaten them. This was one of the key resolutions of
the pan-African Conference held in Harare, from
6th to 11th October 2014. The Conference was
part of the biennial event ApiExpo Africa, which
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attracted hundreds of participants and exhibitors
from 14 countries.
The Harare Conference is part of our strategies
to promote commercial beekeeping and honey
trade in Africa as well as to explore the relationship between the honeybee industry and other
industries. See page 20 for a summary of the
Harare Resolutions.

In the year 2015, we shall invest our time, energy
and financial resources to coordinate initiatives
which address some of these issues raised. Key
on our agenda will be the following:
1.
In order to improve the coordination of the
honeybee industry in Africa, AA will work closely
with apex organisations in different countries to
support beekeepers and honey traders in many
areas. AA will also sign an MoU with Apimondia
with clear areas (or initiatives) in which the two
parties would cooperate. The MoU is intended
to strengthen both organisations and streamline
interventions, while avoiding duplication in future
work. The two will also explore the idea that future ApiExpo Africa events could be organized
alongside Apimondia Symposia in such a way
that ApiExpo focuses on business and trade (exhibition and business forums) while the Symposium focuses specifically on scientific aspects.
2.
Establishing a permanent trade exhibition
and heritage centre for apiculture in Africa: A onestop centre which provides trade information,
product development facilities and showroom
for African bee products and technologies used
in production and value addition, would greatly
accelerate the growth of the sector across the
region. All the actors across the region can exhibit their products and all business related information can be obtained at the centre. AA will
hire consultants to develop an architectural plan
and develop a project proposal for the centre.
The long term vision of AA is to generate revenue from the services of the centre. Besides,
the centre will also house the Secretariat of AA,
hence cutting costs associated with rent.
3.

4
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gresses: AA will lead a team of honey processors, exporters and beekeepers from Africa to
enable them access buyers, new skills, knowledge and technologies used in value addition
and beekeeping. AA is also working with South
African Bee Industry Organisation (SABIO) and
other partners to present a bid for Apimondia
2019, to be hosted in Cape Town. If successful,
this will be the 1st Apimondia Congress hosted
by Africa with an Africa-wide support and only
the 2nd of such an event held in Africa!
4.
Improving access to data and trade information in the honeybee industry in Africa is
critical. AA will review and update its website
(www.apitradeafrica.org) to make information
easily available to the members and public. AA
will also improve the production of the regional
publication The African Honey Magazine both
in quality and numbers. We also intend to further
support stakeholders in different countries to develop ‘apiculture sector profiles’ of the honeybee
industry in their respective countries. Sector profiles are useful in providing information for investors.
5.
Capacity building for SMEs involved in
exporting honey: In 2015, AA intends to conduct
capacity building activities where SMEs and cooperatives involved in honey processing and
export will be mentored and trained on how to
access and manage buyers from Africa (intra-African trade) and outside Africa, including issues
of market selection, quality assurance.
6.
ApiExpo Africa 2016: During the recently concluded Expo in Zimbabwe, Rwanda won
the bid to host ApiExpo Africa 2016. To date, the
Expo implementation Agreement has already
been signed. The next 2 years will be dedicated
to planning activities, resources’ and stakeholders’ mobilizations.

By Bosco Okello,
CEO, ApiTrade Africa

Ventures! People!
Experiences!

Expo
A pi

Africa 2014 - Zimba

Plan to be part of ApiExpo Africa 2016
in Kigali - Rwanda
£

$

bwe

Ventures! People! Experiences!
ApiExpo Africa 2014

Moreblessing Chimweta;

Moorbannoo Anas;

Lecturer in the Environmental
Science Department, Bindura
University Of Science Education
(BUSE)
zimbabwe

“

It was a worthwhile being part of the ApiExpo
exhibitions 2014. As a University, we were
proud to have a platform to have a view of
Africa concerning honey. Personally I benefited from the presentations on situation papers. The students who were part of BUSE
representatives for the expo reported that
the experience added to their knowledge on
honey processing, value addition. The expo
was an eye opener to the so many options
that beekeeping has as opportunities.
I was fascinated by the participation of primary school pupils. This enlightens on how
beekeeping can be included in curriculum of
schools, colleges and universities. It will be
noble if schools, colleges and universities
can be added to the ranking for awards. I
am grateful for the patient organizing team
which remained warm throughout the event
despite mounting pressure.
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”

Proprietor of Miel’Or Ltd
Mauritius

“

It was a great experience for me to
attend an international expo with beekeepers and honey processors around
Africa. ApiExpo Africa 2014 was the
1st international fair in which Miel’Or
Ltd Participated. Different beekeepers
around Africa having their honey on
their tables where all are displaying the
same products but in different ways!

”

Ventures! People! Experiences!
ApiExpo Africa 2014

Mpemba Nicodemus;

David Mukomana;

National Technical Adviser for
Beekeeping Support Project in
Kigoma Region - a project under
bilateral cooperation between
Belgian government and the Tanzanian government.
Tanzania

Organo Seven Pvt Ltd,
Zimbabwe

“

By attending the ApiExpo Africa 2014, the team
was able to promote bee products from Kigoma
to the rest of Africa. Many people were interested in our products and at the end of the fair almost everything was sold. Several international
buyers of bee products have shown interest as
well. Overall, it became clear that the products
from Kigoma might be up to international quality
standards.
Considering the fact that the bee products subsector faces very similar problems, challenges
and opportunities in so many different African
countries, it would be very interesting to set up
linkages, networks and cooperation between
beekeepers across Africa. That is exactly what
ApiExpo Africa is doing. This will make it possible
to compare policies, and strategies to mitigate
challenges and share ideas and best practices.

”

“

ApiExpo Africa 2014 was a wonderful experience for Organo Seven. There are a
number of lessons that were learnt from
interacting with other stakeholders in the
beekeeping industry in Africa and beyond.
We had the opportunity to showcase our
products and services connecting us with
the Communal Beekeepers from across
the country as well as international companies importing honey and bees wax from
African countries.
The expo also gave us an opportunity to
explain to the market the benefits of using
modern technology in beekeeping as this
helps in optimizing the output.

During the expo, our stand was visited by
a number of delegates, a rare opportunity
that has seen our business grow in a few
months after the expo. The stand was well
stocked with a wide range of equipment,
resulting in the stand being awarded the 2nd
Overall Best Stand Award that gave us the
confidence that we can take our company
to great heights as long as we keep up with
our high standards.
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Ventures! People! Experiences!
ApiExpo Africa 2014

Benard Makhaya;

Jacqueline Gowe;

District Beekeeping Officer,
Ministry of Agriculture
Botswana

proprietor of Sweet Maungwe
Pvt Ltd
Zimbabwe

“

I learnt that there are some better approaches to managing the Honey industry (especially those used by Ghana and Zimbabwe)
which when employed back home can increase the sustainability of the sector.
I also learnt there are different business
models that farmers in Botswana can use as
there is still no Honey processing plant.
I appreciated that farmers through their asssociations should be in the forefront of running the Honey Industry.
Strong Beekeepers Associations can take
the industry forward

” ”

Lastly, I think Botswana should setup appiaries at all the available forest reserves

8
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“

The most exciting part of the expo
was winning the Overall Best Exhibitor
Award; it was an awesome moment. I
would like to acknowledge the tireless
efforts to a number of people to see the
brand Sweet Maungwe to this level.
Thank you my brother David my pillar
of strength! Nyasha and Tendai always
on point at the stand. My mentors Mr
and Mrs. Schomkle for the long lectures
and million cups of tea. My best friends
Thabo and Pamela – never to look back
you were God-sent. The early morning
phone calls from Honorable Muchinguri molding me into a business woman.
Last but not least Mr. W. Bhila I salute
you!

Ventures! People! Experiences!
ApiExpo Africa 2014

Brian Mugisha;

Mandla P. Langwenya;

Proprietor of Golden Bees Ltd
Uganda

Swaziland Honey Council /
TechnoServe
Swaziland

“

ApiExpo Africa opens a door of opportunities for us to trade among ourselves. Africa
is blessed with wonderful resources including
honey, not to mention the people who are increasingly becoming innovative across the
spectrum of the beekeeping industry. This is
the century of Africa and we the private sector
must take the lead in developing our industry
and encourage our governments to remove
the barriers to promote regional trade as the
best way to harness from this industry without
stringent conditions and at better prices.

”

“

I was privileged to participate in the ApiExpo Africa 2014 that was held in Zimbabwe.
It was an eye-opener to me as I learnt a lot
from my African beekeepers who took part
and displayed their different products. The
realization that through honey production we
could make a very meaningful livelihood and
contribute to our countries’ GDPs.
The commitment and creativity shown by
beekeepers from the participating member
countries and the variety of honey and other
honeybee products that were on display at
the different stalls. I was amazed at the enthusiastic and dedication of all the stall owners as they take visitors through their work.
It was also interesting to know how other
beekeepers started and the stages they have
crossed to get to the level of processing their
honey and honeybee by-products.
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Apiexpo Africa 2014

Pictorials

Bringing African Honey to the World

Tanzania
Zimbabwe

Uganda
Mauritius

Rwanda

Some of the honey
brands exhibited at
ApiExpo Africa 2014,
Harare - Zimbabwe
11
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Mozambique Honey Company
made their maiden
appearance at ApiExpo
Africa 2014 in Zimbabwe.
They emerged 2nd runner -up
under honey processors and
packers category

Rene Fischer (middle),
the chairman of Mashonaland
Beekeepers’ Association
attends to stand vistors.
He personally practices
urban beekeeping on his
farmland.

Riccardo Bianco (middle),
proprietor of Saf Natura Srl from Italy, having a
light moment at his exhibition stand. Saf Natura Srl
emerged best exhibitor under
the Equipment Manufacturer
category. It has participated in 3 out of 4 ApiExpo
Africa exhibitions so far.

Some of South African Expo
participats in a group
shot. South Africa participated under the leadership
of Eastern Cape Development Cooperation

Fascinating exibition stand
of Sweet Maungwe Pvt Ltd.
Sweet Maungwe took the
overall best exhibitor award
for ApiExpo Africa 2014
exhibitions.

Ethiopian stand with
several banners having facts
and figures about
Ethiopian Honey industry.
Ethiopia hosted the previous
ApiExpo Africa edition in
2012 in Addis Ababa.

RWANDA are proud
hosts of ApiExpo
Africa 2016
14
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“As active participants of ApiExpo Africa events since the premier in 2008, we are proud to have won the bid to host the
2016 edition. We can attest that ApiExpo Africa is a catalyst
for learning from best practices over the world towards improvement of beekeeping. It enhances useful sector specific
partnerships, networks and greater business deals.
We look forward to welcome Africa and the rest of the world to
the land of a thousand hills.”
J.J. Mbonigaba Muhinda (PhD),
Director General - Rwanda Agricultural Board

Honey trading companies & Cooperatives in Africa
Company

Country

Major
Products/Services

Contacts

Beza Mar Agro Industries Plc

Ethiopia

Honey,
Bees wax

P.O. Box 102, Addis Ababa - Ethiopia; Tel: 251-115-505099 / 251
221 125893;Fax: +251-115-515352Email: bezamar@ethionet.et

Rahi Honey Processing
Enterprise

Ethiopia

Honey,
Bees wax

P.O. Box 371, Addis Ababa - Ethiopia;Tel: +261-115-507204; Mob:
+251-911-223559; Email: rahihoneyplc@yahoo.com

Apinec Agro Industry Plc

Ethiopia

Honey,
Bees wax

P.O. Box 27535, Addis Ababa - Ethiopia; Mob: 251-911-407360,
Email: wubhoney@yahoo.com

Bee Natural Uganda Ltd

Uganda

Honey,Bees wax,
Propolis

Pan Africa House, Plot 3 Kimathi Avenue Kampala; Tel: 256 414
234676; Mob: 256772209000 (Mob); Email: martabell@beenaturalproducts.com; Web: www.beenaturalproducts.com

Sulma Foods Ltd

Uganda

Honey,
Bees wax

Bulema Lwogi, 10km, Kasana-Kikyusa road; P.O. Box 102, Luwero-Uganda; Tel : +256 312 110949; Email: sulma_foods@yahoo.
com / info@sulmafoods.co.ug; Web: www. sulmafoods.co.ug

Golden Bees Ltd

Uganda

Honey,Bees wax,
Propolis

P.O Box 7264 Kampala Tel: +256 752 484225 / 256 702 484225
E-mail: mubrynt@yahoo.com

Tharaka Honeybee
Products Ltd

Kenya

Honey,
Bees wax

P.O. Box 6910-00300 Nairobi-Kenya; Tel: +254 202 535594; Mob:
+254 722 253487; Fax: +254 20 8081301; Email: info@tharakahoney.com; Web: www. tharakahoney.com

African Beekeepers Ltd

Kenya

Honey,
Bees wax

P.O.BOX 3752-00506 Nairobi-Kenya; Tel: +254-20-2060685,Fax::
+245-020-8014090; E-mail: bees@africanbeekeepers.co.ke;
Web: www.africanbeekeepers.co.ke

Honey Care Kenya

Kenya

Honey,
Bees wax

Muring Avenue, Nairobi, Kenya; Tel/Fax: +254 20 3874448/50
E-mail: info@honeycareafrica.com;
Web: www.honeycareafrica.com

Forest Fruits Ltd

Zambia

Honey,
Bees wax

Tel: +260 966 75765123 / +260 211 290406
Email: info@zambezigold.com; web: www.zambezigold.com

Mpongwe Beekeeping
Enterprise

Zambia

Honey,
Bees wax

P.O. Box 1, Mpongwe-Zambia; Tel/Fax: +260211 482057; Mob:
+260968 507671; Email: mpongwebeekeeping@yahoo.com

Ndalambwe Bee Farmers Ltd

Tanzania

Honey,
Bees wax

P.O 24 Sajaranda Itigi; +255713177372/713464623
Email: sanjarahoney@gmail.com

Honey Care Africa (T) Ltd

Tanzania

Honey,
Bees wax

Tel: +255222862544, Fax: +255222864184
E-mail: jayen@honeycare.co.tz, Web: www.honeycare.co.tz

Jampem Enterprises Ltd

Tanzania

Honey,
Bees wax,

P.O. Box 1608, Tabora-Tanzania; Tel: +255713 276561;
Email: afrihoney@gmail.com

Centre De Services Aux Apiculture

Rwanda

Honey,
Bees wax

P.O.Box 1295 Kigali; Tel & Fax 573961, 575460
Email: ardi@rwanda1.com

Bambui Organic Farmers CIG
(BOFCIG)

Cameroon

Honey,
Bees wax

4 Corners Bambui, P.O.Box 56, Bamenda; Tel: 784 5408, 7456168;
Email: npmuma@yahoo.com

APAS / Tropical Forest Honey

Cameroon

Honey,
Bees wax

Email: mafred.epanda@btcctb.org, nathewane@yahoo.fr

Apiculture and Nature Conservation Organization (ANCO)

Cameroon

Honey,
Bees wax

P.O.Box 5150, Banenda-Cameroon; Tel: 23777 715651;
Email:mzekaanco@yahoo.com

A & Shine International Ltd

Nigeria

Honey,
Bees wax

Plot 22, Aa1 Layout, Kango Road, Kuje-Abuja, NIGERIA
Tel: +234 8036 879 116, Email: ashineltd@yahoo.com
Web: www.ashineltd.com

JW’s Beekeeping
Equipment & Supplies

South Africa

Honey,
Beeswax

Box: 236 Swellendam South Africa 6740, Tel: + 27 825142402
Email: jwbye@telkomsa.net, Website: www.jwbees.com

KwaZulu Natal Bee Farmers
Association

South Africa

Honey,
Bees wax

Box: 524,Pietermaritzburg, South Africa 3200,
Tel: +27 84 7748692, Email: ctrmcampbell@gmail.com

Western Cape Bee Industry Association

South Africa

Honey,
Bees wax

Box: 27, Elsenburg, South Africa, 7607, Tel: +27 21 884421
Email: nelsonqb@telkomsa.net

Savanah Delights

Zimbabwe

Honey,
Bees wax

Tel. +263-775-625266
Email. selinachitapi@yahoo.com

Organo Seven

Zimbabwe

Honey,
Bees wax

Bays 17 & 18; Stand No. 266 , Empowernment drive - Willowvale,
Harare. P.O. Box CY 196 Causeway, Harare Zimbabwe
Tel: +263864 4111 701, Mob: +263-773-399389
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Company
Sweet Maungwe Pvt Ltd

Country

Major
Products/Services

Contacts

Zimbabwe

Honey,
Bees wax

154 Kilwinning road, hatfield - Harare
Mob (+263) 772 860 102 / +263733 683 753
Email: sweetmaungwe@gmail.com

Atlas Foods Ghana Limited

Ghana

Honey,
Bees wax

Tel: +233543 895858; E-mail: info@atlasfoodsghanalimited.com,
Web: www.atlasfoodsghanalimited.com

Gate’s Honey

Uganda

Honey,
Bees wax

Plot 1, Nakajja close Naguru. P.O. Box 24854, Kampala-Uganda,
Tel: +256414 286649 / +256712286649
Email: gateshoney@gmail.com

JJLLIMA Holdings Ltd

Uganda

Honey,
Bees wax

Lower Palabek Road, Pager Parish, Kitgum Town Council
P. O. Box 66, Kitgum Uganda, Tel: +256414 286649 /
+256712286649, Email: magroseo@yahoo.com

Miel’Or Ltd

Mauritius

Honey,
Bees wax

51, Sir Abdool Razack Mohamed Street, Port-Louis
Tel: +230 5783 53 03
Email: moorbannooanas@gmail.com / info@miel-or.com

Mozambique

Honey,
Bees wax

Zona Industrial, Antigo Complexo, Romoc, Chimoio, Mozambique
Tel: +258823 017310 / +258826 014980, Fax: +25825 124623
Email: info@mozambiquehoneycompany.com

Mozambique Honey Company

National Apex Apiculture Organisations
Apex Body

Reseau Interprofessionnell des Apiculteurs du Cameroun (REINAC)

Country

Contacts

Cameroon

Phone: + 237 75335499
Email: mtchana@yahoo.fr

Ethiopia

Phone: +251 911 879 963
Email: negashbekena@yahoo.com

Féderation Nationale des Apiculteurs
Malagasy (FENAM)

Madagascar

Phone: +261 343877445
Email: fenam@mail.org

Federation Rwandaise des Cooperatives d’Apiculteurs (FERWACAPI)

Rwanda

Phone: +250 788 523 126
Email:
anselmenza@yahoo.fr

South Africa

Phone: +27 21870 2900
Email: info@hortgro.co.za

Tanzania Honey Council (THC)

Tanzania

Phone: +255 754 026 652
Email: gedilinus@gmail.com

The Uganda National Apiculture
Development Organisation (TUNADO)

Uganda

Phone: +256 414 258 070
Email: info@tunadobees.org

Zambia Honey Council (ZHC)

Zambia

Phone: +260 212 222 607
Email: honey@zambiahoneycouncil.org.zm

Zimbabwe

Phone: +263 772 860 102
Email: zimhoney@hotmail.co.uk

Ethiopian Apiculture Board (EAB)

South African Bee Industry
Organisation (SABIO)

Beekeepers Association of Zimbabwe
(BKAZ)
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Footed african
bee forces
By Robert Grace Kisenyi | kisenyi@apitradeafrica.org
2014 goes down as one of the most memorable in the history of
African beekeeping; there has never been such a convergence
of African honey industry players as this year. The finest footed
African bee combatants; beekeepers, apicultural input suppliers,
honey packers and traders, researchers, policy makers, development partners among others gathered twice in two different
countries, Zimbabwe and Tanzania respectively in a space of 30
days. I can authoritatively declare 2014 a monumental year of the
African bee.
ApiExpo Africa 2014

As a practice, ApiTrade Africa evaluates the
exhibitors under three categories; producer
th
It all started in Harare - Zimbabwe, from 6 organization, honey processors and equip– 11th October 2014. ApiTrade Africa in part- ment manufacturers. Also there is a special
nership with Ministry of Agriculture Mech- category code-named overall best exhibitor.
anization and Irrigation Development and This year, Sweet Maungwe Pvt Ltd of Zimbathe Beekeepers Association of Zimbabwe bwe emerged the overall best exhibitor while
(BKAZ), successfully held the 4th biennial Miel’Or Ltd of Mauritius and Organo Seven
International African Honey industry Expo Pvt Ltd of Zimbabwe were the 1st and 2nd rundubbed ApiExpo Africa 2014.
ner-up overall best exhibitor respectively.
This expo held under the theme, “beekeeping
for economic empowerment in Africa,” had
several components which included exhibitions, B2B meetings, conference and technical tours. From the conference wing, B2B
meetings and media engagement a number
of immerging issues were documented and
several recommendations on how to tackle
them. This formed part of the communiqué;
emerging Issues (see page 20 of this issue,
019, The African Honey Magazine).

The closing ceremony had so much buzz especially during the award of the trophies and
certificates. In a closely related spirit, Rwanda won the bid to host the next ApiExpo Africa in 2016, in Kigali.

As expected the Zimbabwe beekeeping sector is buoyant after this expo. The momentum
is high amongst the public and private honey
industry stakeholders, the primary producers, input suppliers, honey processors, the
development partners, and research and
A total of 10 African countries; Zimbabwe, development drivers, among others. The
Rwanda, Uganda, Ethiopia, Mauritius, Ken- hope of ApiTrade Africa is that this enormous
ya, Mozambique, Swaziland, Tanzania, Bo- positive energy created is harnessed so as
tswana took part in this year’s Expo. Italy, to steer Zimbabwe’s beekeeping sector to
France, China and United Kingdom are the greater heights in all aspects.
other countries that participated.
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Special brand, Masai Honey exhibited at 1st Apimondia symposium on African bees...

1st Apimondia Symposium on
African Bees and beekeeping

– Singida and Dodoma regions (National
Bee Reserve in Manyoni, women beekeeping groups, and private beekeeping units).
I was enthralled by the passion with which the
Prime Minister of Tanzania, Hon. Mizengo
K. P. Pinda, delivered his speech during the
opening ceremony of this symposium. I must
confess - he might be the most passionate
political figure beekeeper in the whole world.

30 days after ApiExpo Africa 2014, Arusha
was also buzzing with friends of bees from
several African countries and world over.
This time it was the 1st Apimondia Symposium on African Bees and Beekeeping that
was happening, 11th to 16th November 2014,
at Arusha International Conference Centre
in Tanzania. The symposium was held under the theme, “African bees for a green and One thing was outstanding, the commitment
of the government to guarantee a well coorgolden economy”.
dinated and flourishing beekeeping industry
Bravo to Tanzanian Ministry of Natural Re- in Tanzania. This includes resolution to essource and Tourism which facilitated this tablish a mandated public – private national
event with support from Apimondia. During beekeeping apex body to set and move apithis symposium a lot of evidence-based re- culture agenda forward in the country. This
search papers were presented alongside a plan was communicated by Hon. Lazaro S.
Nyalandu, the Tanzanian Minister of Natural
honey exhibition and technical excursions.
Resources and Tourism who officiated at the
Several areas of beekeeping importance closing ceremony. Hon. Lazaro, with zeal rewere among the technical tour sites. These iterated that Tanzania will soon emerge the
included; beekeeping in farmlands and sting- leading honey producer in Africa. Currently,
less beekeeping around Mountain Kiliman- Ethiopia is the biggest honey producer on
jaro, a two day trip to Ngorongoro Conser- the continent.
vation Area (beekeeping in protected areas,
cultural and heritage sites and the Ngoron- By the look of things, the African Honey ingoro Crater) and Semi-arid beekeeping area dustry is headed in the right direction.
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Key Emerging Issues & Recommendations
(A special release, read during the closing ceremony
of ApiExpo Africa 2014, Harare - Zimbabwe)
technologies and better knowledge

1

Poor coordination of honeybee
industry support

Putting in place measures such as entrepreneurship and skills development to
fa¬cilitate the commercialization of smallscale beekeeping activities for increased
product volumes and diversification

Enhance coordination among stakeholders including creating synergies and regular stakeholder engagements as avenues
of information sharing and adopting best
practices
Conduct organizational assessment for
national umbrella bodies to determine their
capacity to coordinate and where they do
not exist start the process of establishing
Strengthen Internal cohesion and a clear
membership of umbrella organizations

Facilitating investments throughout the
value chain; and
Mainstreaming environmentally and ecologically sustainable beekeeping practices.

4

Strengthening research capacity for the
industry by:

Capacity building on internal management
structures, democracy and transparency
should be provided to umbrella organizations

2

3

Low production of different bee products. The industry remains largely subsistence and any attempt to
commercialize focuses on undesirable and expensive technology rather than improved on the less costly
technologies

Need to scale up the local style bee hives by
increasing the number of hives and improving management practices based on local
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Liaising with relevant institutions to train
researchers to conduct research into various aspects of the industry
Need to strengthen collaboration between
researchers in Africa and those overseas
to generate more knowledge and skills
suitable for the honeybee industry in Africa

Lack of adequate statistical information. This is very important for planning and management of the industry
Need to develop information system and
hub in every country and making this available to stakeholders to make investment
decisions, based on facts.
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Lack of research capacity

5

Lack of access to affordable
financial services

Develop innovative financing models that
can be easily accessed by various players
e.g. group lending schemes as the case
of Rwanda. More efforts should also be
put to lobby microfinance institutions or
commercial banks to develop a financial
products suitable and affordable by beekeepers

6

Declining bee population

Measures to curb the high rate of ecosystem degradation
Research to find the causative factors to
declining bee colonies

8

Threat of bee diseases, pests and
poor hygienic practices

Need for regional coordinated effort to address these problems and putting in place
suitable policies and guidelines as well a
mechanism for surveillance and mitigation
or management.

Government enacting policies and guidelines for protecting the African bees.
Develop sustainable land use management through such measures as agro-forestry
Guidelines for regulating the use of agrochemicals

7

Inadequate or No legal framework or
policy directly regulating apiculture in
most African countries
Adoption and harmonization of policies
and reg¬ulations in all African states can
create a conducive environment of for
promoting the sector in Africa
All Africa states should enact policies and
guidelines that will address broader issues that many governments deem to be
of major importance ( scaling up production , providing conducive environment fr
accessing investment finances , capacity
building , research and marketing
Reviews and adjust the current legislation
and where necessary to eliminate inconsistencies and remove redundant aspects
of legislation.
Use success to develop new ones in states
where they don’t exist.

9

Prohibitive and competitive international markets

Promoting trade within African states and
branding African bee products to target
niche markets

10 Over-dependency on donors
The private sector (input dealers, agro-processors and market dealers) should be encouraged to invest in the sector, especially
for those willing to work with organized
farmer groups to build their capacity.

Guiding Hope; the ‘hope’ model for organic and fair
trade honey and beeswax in Africa (Part 4)
In Part 3 of the series under this theme (17th edition, The African Honey Magazine), we continued
with the “Story of Guiding Hope”. We specifically examined the key drivers and challenges of organic and fair trade certification of beekeeping and honey trade projects in Africa. In this edition, we
reproduce the section of challenges of organic and fair trade certification in the honeybee industry
in Africa, so that the readers can follow and appreciate the recommendations presented by the authors.
Challenges of organic and
fair trade certification
One of the major criticisms of
organic and fair trade relates to
the price premium that the producers are promised. One reason for this is that smallholders
involved in the schemes are
distant from the market and do
not control the certification, and
therefore there is the possibility
that the premiums paid by the
end consumers will be shared
between the local exporter and
the importer. Secondly, there
are differences in the marketability of organic products such
that some products fetch very
attractive and substantial price
premiums, while for others, the
price premiums might actually
be very small. So, it is possible
for beekeepers to be part of organic and / or fair trade certification scheme and still receive
very small additional margins
on their honey and beeswax.
Another challenge involved in
organic and fair trade certification among beekeepers is organizational culture. The culture of organizational structure
and governance among African
farmers is generally weak. For
fair trade certification, for instance, farmers’ organisations
should have some democratic
structures in which the produc-
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ers are shareholders in the organisation, and through which
they take democratic decisions
at members’ meetings e.g. annual general meetings. Because of the traditional way in
which beekeepers operate, bee
keepers are not commonly organized in viable co-operatives
or groups. The trading relationships between beekeepers and
marketing intermediaries do not
fit with the small farmers’ organisations standards as they currently stand. This presents a
huge challenge in the process
of certification.
Perhaps the most impeding
factor for organic and fair trade
certification is the certification
cost. To be part of a fair trade
cooperative or gain the organic
certification, certain standards
have to be met. The costs of
these standards can be quite
high, meaning that although
the farmers have more chance
of selling their produce, the
cost of maintaining those standards can sometimes actually
outweigh the amount made by
selling the produce. In many
instances, a number of charitable organisations or importers
are willing to pay for the initial
certification costs, either in full
or part. However, subsequent
costs are borne by the producers and the marketing inter-

mediaries. During this study,
Guiding Hope, a marketing intermediary itself, revealed that
this process is rather costly and
rigorous, requiring very skilled
personnel and time. The Fair
trade Labeling Organisation
(FLO) certification processes
are even more rigorous. That
is why Guiding Hope opted for
Community Fair Trade certification scheme of The Body
Shop International. The latter
scheme is less costly compared
to FLO.
Prejudice towards African bee
products in the market place is
another factor which is mostly
ignored in public, but recognized in private. A study conducted by TraidCraft in 2005
revealed that consumer preferences were partly responsible for the collapse of fair
trade deals involving Zambia’s
North West Beekeepers’ Association (NWBA). The study
linked this to the perception of
European buyers, who conventionally, value a pale colour
and mild taste. Since most of
the honey exported from Africa is dark amber, most buyers
tend to shun it. However, David
Wainwright of Tropical Forest
Products, the company which
marketed NWBA’s products as
organic and fair trade, attributed this to unfounded prejudice,

rather than being a true reflection of consumer taste. Tropical
Forest Products has consistently proved that African honey
can be marketed in Europe as
a niche product. It continues
to import honey from Ethiopia,
Tanzania and other African
countries and sells a variety of
African honey brands in many
UK supermarkets and other European buyers.

prices’. This is sometimes a
problem because the motivation is based on a very narrow
and short-term view of ‘making more money fast’. If, for
instance, they do not realize
the expected monetary gains
within a shot time, this motivation wanes and the entire system (which is expensive and
time-consuming to construct in
the first place), will collapse.

Recommendations: taking
steps into the future

We recommend that certification programs in Africa should
take on a longer-term approach,
backed up by proper plans to
educate the farmers, the communities and all those who directly or indirectly relate to the
value chain. The principles
behind the certification must
first be understood, alongside
the benefits of such a certification scheme. The farmers and
their organisations should be
involved in the decisions and
steps of the certification, including reviews of such steps and
decisions when they happen.
The sense of moral ownership
of such a scheme is necessary for the sustainability of the
project. Guiding Hope exhibits
most of these considerations,
although some improvements
are still possible.

Guiding Hope provides an excellent case of enterprises involved in the commercialization
of non-traditional agricultural
products from Africa. Its involvement in beekeeping and
honey trade activities provides
an even more interesting subject because success in both
the non-traditional agricultural sub-sectors and beekeeping in particular, depends on
many external factors. Some
of the major barriers to commercialization of non-traditional sub-sectors relate to lack of
experience of farmers involved,
poor supply of production inputs, poor organisation of the
supply and marketing chains,
and a general lack of appreciation of impact the sub-sector
can make. These are the same
problems beekeepers, and
those who support them, continue to face.
Organic and fair trade are marketing concepts which are generally new to African farmers
and beekeepers. Beekeepers
are mainly motivated to join
these certification schemes because of the promise of ‘higher

This study also reveals many
salient features of the organizational and conceptual issues
among African farming communities, which have negatively
influenced certification to different schemes. Societies in
Africa are organized differently
and have different norms and
priorities. We recommend that
future certification programs
should therefore consider the
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following:
a)
Undertaking anthropological and sociological studies
of the farming communities, so
that farmers’ norms, attitudes,
practices and preferences form
integral parts of the programs;
b)
Consideration of alternative forms of certification
which serve similar or comparable purpose to organic or fair
trade.
In conclusion, this study reveals that entrepreneurs investing in Africa are increasingly
conscious of the need for sustainable development among
the communities they are involved with. Many organic and
fair trade projects have already
proven successful in the continent, especially in the coffee
and cotton sub-sectors. It is
therefore possible to properly
profile the honeybee industry
and apply organic and fair trade
certification principles and
schemes in a way that benefits
the smallholder beekeepers, together with traders involved.
Disclaimer: This article is an excerpt from a study conducted by
ApiTrade Africa in 2011 in Cameroon to assess how well trade in
fair trade and organic bee products
is working in the honeybee industry in Africa, with a view to documenting lessons and providing
recommendations for future interventions. This is the 4th and last
part of a 4-part series, published in
The African Honey Magazine. The
study was funded by Comic Relief,
under the project Uganda Honey
Trade Project.
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Events in the apiculture sector across the globe
Event

Date

Country

ApiExpo Africa 2016

Sept / Oct

44th APIMONDIA
Congress

15th - 20th
September 2015

Daejeon, Korea

84th National Honey
Show

29th - 31st
October 2015

St. Georges
College, UK

Kigali - Rwanda

Contacts
T: +256414 667845
E: info@apitradeafrica.org
W: www.apitradeafrica.org

W: www.apimondia2015.com
E: info@apimondia2015.com

W: www.honeyshow.co.uk
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